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Appendix A: List of SWIFT messages which do not require an RMA authorisation 
 
MT 300 Foreign exchange confirmation: Confirms information agreed to in the buying/selling of two currencies 

MT 303 Forex/currency option allocation instruction: Instructs the allocation of a block trade (forex or currency option) 

MT 305 Foreign currency option confirmation: Confirms information agreed to in the buying and selling of vanilla options 
on currencies 

MT 306 Foreign currency option confirmation: Confirms information agreed to in the buying and selling of exotic options 
on currencies 

MT 320 Fixed loan/deposit confirmation: Confirms the terms of a contract relative to a fixed loan/deposit transaction 

MT 330 Call/notice loan/deposit confirmation: Confirms the terms of a contract relative to a call/notice loan/deposit 
transaction 

MT 340 Forward rate agreement confirmation: Confirms the details of a forward rate agreement 
MT 341 Forward rate agreement settlement confirmation: Confirms the settlement details of a forward rate agreement 
MT 350 Advice of loan/deposit interest payment: Advises of a loan/deposit interest payment 

MT 360 Single currency interest rate derivative confirmation: Confirms the details of a single currency interest rate 
derivative swap, cap, collar or floor 

MT 361 Cross currency interest rate swap confirmation: Confirms the details of a cross currency interest rate swap 
transaction 

MT 362 Interest rate reset/advice of payment: Confirms or advises the reset rates of the floating interest rate(s) in a 
single or cross-currency interest rate derivative transaction and/or the payment of interest at the end of an 
interest period 

MT 364 Single currency interest rate derivative termination/re-couponing confirmation: Confirms the details of the 
partial or full termination or re-couponing of a cross currency interest rate swap 

MT 365 Cross Currency Interest Rate Swap Termination/Recouponing Confirmation: Confirms the details of the partial or 
full termination or recouponing of a cross currency interest rate swap. 

MT 370 Netting position advice: Advises the netting position of a currency 

MT 390 Advice of charges, interest and other adjustments: Advises an account owner of charges interest or other 
adjustments 

MT 391 Request for payment of charges, interest and other expenses: Requests payment of charges, interest or other 
expenses 

MT 392 Request for cancellation: Requests the receiver to consider cancellation of the message identified in the request 

MT 395 Queries: Requests information relating to a previous message or amendment to a previous message 

MT 396  Answers: Responds to an MT 395 Queries or an MT 392 Request for cancellation or other message where no 
specific message type has been provided for a response 

MT 398 Proprietary message: Contains formats defined and agreed to between users and for those messages not yet live 

MT 399 Free format message: Contains information for which no other message type has been defined 

MT 600 Commodity trade confirmation: Confirms the details of a commodity trade and its settlement 

MT 601 Commodity option confirmation: Confirms the details of a commodity option contract 

MT 605 Commodity notice to receiver: Notifies the receiver of an impending book-entry transfer or physical delivery of a 
specified type and quantity of commodity 

MT 606 Commodity debit advice: Advises the receiver of a debit entry to a specified commodity account 

MT 607 Commodity credit advice: Advises the receiver of a credit entry to a specified commodity account 

MT 608 Statement of a commodity account: Provides the details of all bookings to a commodity account 

MT 609 Statement of commodity contracts: Identifies all outstanding commodity contracts, as at a specified date for 
which confirmations have been exchanged 

MT 620 Commodity fixed loan/deposit confirmation: Confirms a commodity fixed term loan/deposit contract 

MT 670 Standing settlement instruction update notification request: Requests SWIFT to create the MT 671 from the MT 
670 and send it financial institutions 

MT 671 Standing settlement instruction update notification: Specifies standing settlement instructions for one or more 
currencies 

MT 900 Confirmation of debit: Advises an account owner of a debit to its account 

MT 910 Confirmation of credit: Advises an account owner of a credit to its account 

MT 920 Request message: Requests the account servicing institution to send an MT 940, 941, 942 or 950 
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MT 935 Rate change advice: Advises the receiver of general rate change(s) and or rate change(s) which applies to a 
specific account other than a call/notice loan/deposit account 

MT 940 Customer statement message: Provides balance and transaction details of an account to a financial institution on 
behalf of the account owner 

MT 941 Balance report: Provides balance information of an account to a financial institution on behalf of the account 
owner 

MT 942 Interim Transaction Report: Provides balance and transaction details of an account, for a specified period of 
time, to a financial institution on behalf of the account owner. 

MT 950 Statement message: Provides balance and transaction details of an account to the account owner 

MT 970 Netting statement: Provides balance and transaction details of a netting position as recorded by a netting system 

MT 971 Netting balance report: Provides balance information for specified netting position(s) 

MT 972 Netting interim statement: Advises interim balance and transaction details of a netting position as recorded by a 
netting system 

MT 973 Netting request message: Requests an MT 971 or 972 containing the latest available information 

MT 985 Status enquiry: Requests an MT 986 

MT 986 Status report: Provides business-related information about a customer or institution 

MT 990 Advice of charges, interest and other adjustments: Advises an account owner of charges, interest or other 
adjustments to its account 

MT 991 Request for payment of charges, interest and other expenses: Requests payment of charges, interest or other 
expenses 

MT 992 Request for cancellation: Requests the receiver to consider cancellation of the message identified in the request 

MT 995 Queries: Requests information relating to a previous message or amendment to a previous message 

MT 996 Answers: Responds to an MT 995 Queries or an MT 992 Request for cancellation or other message where no 
specific message type has been provided for a response 

MT 998 Proprietary message: Contains formats defined and agreed to between users and for those messages not yet live 

MT 999 Free format message: Contains information for which no other message type has been defined 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


